Legal services for businesses in France and abroad

D2K is a ﬂexible team of lawyers with multicultural proﬁles and a strong
entrepreneurial culture, offering tailor-made legal solutions to companies in
France and abroad.

in France

our LAWYERS

As French company law experts, we assist French
and foreign companies to realise their strategic
choices in a legally compliant manner.
We provide reliable value-adding legal and tax
solutions which are tailored to today’s French
market.
We make our network of professional contacts in
France available to our clients.

> In France

Our lawyers all have legal experience in both
companies and top law firms. They will facilitate
your understanding of the French market and utilise
the French legal system as a tool to develop your
business in France.
Both multicultural and multilingual, they have a
greater understanding of foreign clients. At D2K
our lawyers all have cross-cultural expertise
internationally, including in Germany, Italy, Poland,
Canada, Korea and Africa.

> Our Lawyers

INTERNATIONALLY

our COMMITMENT

Internationally, we support companies wishing to
expand through exports or overseas establishment.
Our strength is our bicultural approach to the target
country.
We enable you to rapidly appropriate the local
culture, contacts and key legal instruments central
to international success. Target countries: France,
Germany, Italy, Poland, Canada, Korea and Africa.

> Internationally

Our commitment, our pricing and our legal solutions
are designed to best meet the needs of our clients.
As we are lawyers with the French bar, you will
benefit from professional guarantees provided
through our training in ethics and as company legal
advisors, including civil liability insurance.
With D2K you are equipping your business with a
dedicated legal outsourcing service.

> Our Values

With D2K you can make law a tool which can work to your business’s advantage.
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In France : law as an asset for your business
When your business lawyer is also an experienced in-house lawyer, the law becomes a key
factor in the development of your business.
At each stage of the company’s life, our goal is to use French law to your advantage, such
that it then becomes a real asset to you, rather than a constraint.

Creation

Development

When setting up in France, you can focus all of your
efforts on your core business and trust us to guide
you, providing you concisely with the advantages
and disadvantages of the possible legal and tax
forms (association, foundation, EIG, limited company
(SARL, SAS, SA), etc.) available to you and ensuring
optimised legal and tax planning for your project.

Negotiating, drafting and securing legal compliance:
our role is to provide the legal answer to the
questions of business people. All areas of French
company law are exploited in order to identify
optimised solutions. We make our network of
professional contacts in France available to you.
We are your trusted point of contact to coordinate
the professionals supporting you in developing your
business in France.
.

Restructuring

Litigation

Restructuring, mergers, acquisitions, joint ventures,
alliances, transfers, bankruptcy proceedings…
For a successful outcome at every step of your journey,
we offer our advice and access to our French network
in order to identify the legal solution which will
optimise the business, tax and labour consequences
for you. The essential French cultural aspect is always
explained to our overseas clients in order to build a
successful business strategy in France.

A lawyer needs litigation experience to write the best
contracts.
In addition to representing you in disputes before the
courts, D2K lawyers will be at your side to prevent and
manage litigation in your best interests, offering support
and advice through any such difficult times. We can also
offer alternative solutions, such as mediation, conciliation
and arbitration.
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D2K Avocats
Paris: Espace George V - World Trade Center
10 avenue George V
75008 Paris
France
Tel: +33 178 765 865

Montpellier: Parc Eurêka
418, rue du Mas de Verchant
BP 12
34 935 Montpellier Cedex 9
France
Tel: + 33 430 050 904

Lyon: Tour Oxygène – World Trade Center
10-12 boulevard Vivier Merle
69 393 Lyon Cedex 3
France
Tel: +33 481 763 281

E-mail: contact@d2k-avocats.com
Website: www.d2k-avocats.com
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